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－ 1－

第１問　下の各文の 1 ～ 15 に入る最も適切なものを，それぞれA～D

の中から一つ選び，解答欄のその記号をマークしなさい。

1.   Your smartphone addiction is very serious if you cannot 1  away 

from your phone even for a few minutes.

A. find B. leave C. lose D. stay

2.   The puppy was being 2  when I saw her in the pet shop for the 

first time.

A. fed B. feed C. feeding D. to feed

3.   Cancer is a complex disease 3  by cellular mutations that are 

unique to each patient.

A. caused B. causing C. in causes D. having caused

4.   Some people think that heroes are not 4  but just ordinary 

human beings who have done something extraordinary in an 

extraordinary situation.

A. except B. excepting C. exception D. exceptional

5.   Major exporters of agricultural products such as Australia and 

New Zealand 5  the free trade deals that Japan has concluded 

recently.

A. benefit from C. benefiting on

B. the benefit of D. is the only beneficiary in

6.   The rat learned to escape from the maze in only two attempts – 6  

that was completely unexpected.

A. a guess B. a result C. a reason D. a failure

－ 2－

7.   According to U.N. statistics, about 1.3 billion tons of food 7  every 

year, while 1 in 9 people in the world are undernourished.

A. consumed entirely C. are wasted globally

B. people eat hardly D. has produced agriculturally 

8.   Following the disaster, scientists were 8  about pollution on a 

global scale.

A. seriously disturb C. deeply interesting

B. enormous anxiety D. gravely concerned

9.   Traditionally, osechi ryori was prepared by New Year’s Eve so that no 

one had to 9  during the first three days of the New Year.

A. cooking the food C. spend time cooking

B. cooked all kinds of food D. spare no time for cooking

10.   Waiting outside the office building were university students who 
10  a job with the company.

A. is to apply to C. had applied for

B. applied oneself to D. with application forms for

11.   Some politicians have for years accused companies such as Facebook, 

Google, and Twitter 11  conservatives.

A. on favoring C. resisted all the pressures from

B. of being prejudiced against D. challenging the advances from

12.   Japanese gardens, unlike Western ones, do not aim for symmetry, 

but try to 12  within a small space.

A. keeping rare animals C. interest in tropical colors

B. geometrical shapes D. recreate natural landscapes

－ 3－

13.  He is a health freak who jumps at 13  for his health.

A. good he believes whatever C. good whatever he believes

B. whatever he believes is good D. whatever good he believes

14.   He worked so hard till 3 o’clock that they gave him 14  as a 

reward.

A. later in the afternoon C. the rest of the afternoon off

B. for such a long afternoon work D. that afternoon on the whole

15.   After the earthquake, the temple was restored and decorated with 

paintings, 15  one of the major tourist attractions of the place.

A. which have now become C. rich and beautiful to any

B. produced by famous artists D. so daring and powerful that

－ 4－

第２問　次の各文のA～Eの語句を並べ替えて空所を補い，最も適切な文章を完

成させなさい。ただし，解答は 16 ～ 25 に入るものの記号を

マークしなさい。

16 ～ 17

I tried everything I could 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 

the misunderstanding between us, but nothing worked.

A. of B. to C. up D. clear E. think

18 ～ 19

It is becoming increasingly 　　　　  　　　　  　　　　   　　　　

　　　　 online to buy what they want.

A. for B. common C. people D. go E. to

20 ～ 21

This system allows us to keep our information accessible to you,

　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　.

A. of B. you C. live D. where E. regardless

22 ～ 23

More than 20 million tons of salt are used every 　　　　 　　　　

　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 ice in cold northern regions.

A. melt B. to C. snow D. year E. and
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－ 5－

24 ～ 25

He was known to the general public as a popular writer, but wrote 

many serious works as well that 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　 　　　　

　　　　 during his lifetime.

A. he B. get C. not D. could E. published

24 25

－ 6－

第３問　次の対話が成立するように， 26 ～ 31 に入る最も適切なもの

をA～Dの中から選び，解答欄のその記号をマークしなさい。 

Ann: Can you understand him? He must be from the south.

Ben:  Yes, he has a pretty strong accent. But I used to live there, so it’s 

no problem.

Ann: I just wish everyone could speak the same way.

Ben: Right. And you think it should be your way, the way you speak.

Ann: Of course, 26  It’s the one TV newscasters use. 

Ben:  I see, but what about all the people with other accents? Would they 

have to learn your way of speaking?

Ann: Well, I guess that wouldn’t be fair. Why do people speak so differently?

Ben: It’s not just accents. 27

Ann: Right, it involves different ways of saying things.

Ben:  Exactly. That is called a dialect. A dialect is a variety of a language 

a group of people speak. Dialects have common rules, so people 

speaking them understand each other.

Ann: Yeah. Besides accents, 28  for some things.

Ben:  Like when Americans call the back compartment of a car a “trunk” 

and in the UK they use the word “boot.”

Ann: Boot. Right. That sounds funny to me, but 29

Ben:  Just imagine how the word “trunk” sounds to people in the UK. They 

would think it is odd.

Ann:  Yeah, having different words for the same thing makes it hard to 

communicate.

Ben: Right, dialects are almost like different languages.

Ann: What is the difference between a dialect and a language?

Ben:  Well, partly it is the issue of mutual intelligibility. Can people 

speaking two different dialects understand each other?

－ 7－

Ann: So, if they can, then it is a dialect, and if they can’t, 30  right?

Ben:  You got it. But some linguists think there is a political dimension 

to the difference.

Ann: So it is more complicated than just language.

Ben:  The joke goes like this. “A language is a dialect with an army.” That 

means that if a group has a different dialect and they are able to 

defend themselves with their military, then it becomes a language. 

Ann: So if two dialects 31  then they can become separate languages. 

Ben:  That is the idea. But remember, this is a kind of joke. It is a good 

way to think about the difference between dialect and language, but 

there are no specific rules.

26.  A. my accent is the one most people in my country use.

B. accents are all pretty much the same.

C. I wish I had a different accent.

D. I really like accents from Australia.

27.  A. Dress and actions are also important.

B. Meaning can be conveyed with body language.

C. But they’re actually not so important.

D. It goes beyond them.

28.  A. different grammar rules apply

B. they think differently

C. they use different words

D. different pronunciations are used

－ 8－

29.  A. I think it’s wrong.

B. you can take my word for it.

C. my friend from London uses it.

D. a dialect is never a language.

30.  A. you can’t believe what they say anyway,

B. it must be a different language,

C. they just have to give up,

D. you will never understand why they do it,

31.  A. represent the same cultural beliefs,

B. have the same grammar,

C. have a political border between them,

D. share the same military force,
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－ 9－

第４問　（第１部）次の文章が完成するように， 32 ～ 35 に入る最も適

切なものをA～Dの中から選び，解答欄のその記号をマークしなさい。

The Story of @

 The symbol @ is universally recognized. Its most well-known use is in 

email addresses, in which it both connects and distinguishes between an 

individual email account and the account’s email provider. In English it 

is known as the “at sign,” and in Japanese as the “at mark.” While it is 

now 32  of modern communications, its history long predates the 

Internet. Its modern use in email addresses resulted from a small yet 

very important decision in the history of information technology.

 The origin of @ is unclear. Its earliest known appearance is in a historical 

text translated from Greek to Bulgarian in 1345. The Bulgarian version 

included @ to mean “amen,” the word used to conclude Christian prayers. 

After that, @ is mostly absent from historical records until 1536, when a 

merchant in Florence, Italy, used it to symbolize the amphora, a kind of 

clay jar used to store wine. Also, during the 1500s, Spanish merchants 

used @ to express a unit of weight called an arroba (about 11 kilograms). 

The use of @ in commerce then evolved into a way to 33  For example, 

“50 apples @ $1.00” means “Fifty apples sold at a rate of one dollar per 

apple” (a total of fifty dollars). However, @ had few other applications 

until 1971.

 In that year, the US government asked a company called BBN 

Technologies to find a way for computer programmers to communicate 

with each other via their computers. Ray Tomlinson, a computer scientist 

at BBN, found a way to do this. One part of his solution was to decide 

upon a symbol to serve as a “break” between the identity of a message 

recipient and the computer the recipient was using. It needed to be a 

symbol that was 34  While looking at his keyboard, Tomlinson 

－ 10－

decided upon @, one of the least utilized keys at the time. He then used 

it to address and send a message to himself via his own computer. In 

doing so, in the minds of many he 35  of email, making @ an everyday 

part of people’s lives around the world.

32.  A. a lesser known aspect

B. an important part

C. an urgent email

D. a major inventor

33.  A. write prices per unit.

B. describe higher prices.

C. count varieties of fruit.

D. reduce costs.

34.  A. highly popular.

B. little used.

C. completely new.

D. beautiful.

35.  A. became the inventor

B. thanked the user

C. welcomed the recipient

D. showed the program

－ 11－

第４問　（第２部）次の単語は，前掲の“The Story of @”の中で使用されています。

この単語の意味を文章の文脈（context）から推測し，もっとも適切な

ものをA～Dの中から選び，解答欄のその記号をマークしなさい。

36.  In the context of the passage, predates is closest in meaning to 36 .

A. exists before

B. exists after

C. exists at the same time as

D. exists commonly on

37.  In the context of the passage, utilized is closest in meaning to 37 .

A. programmed

B. requested

C. used

D. understood

－ 12－

第５問　次の文章を読み，その内容に基づいて 38 ～ 42 までの英文を

完成させるために最も適切なものをA～Dの中から選び，解答欄のその

記号をマークしなさい。

Bias

 Core personality traits are aspects of a person’s personality that 

generally do not change over time or in different environments. Recently, 

social psychologists in the United States have been studying these core 

traits to try to identify and understand differences between liberals and 

conservatives, the two broad categories of political opinion into which 

people are often divided. Research conducted by John Jost, a social 

psychologist at New York University, has shown that one trait in which 

conservatives and liberals tend to differ is openness to new experience: 
Liberals tend to be more open, conservatives less.

 One might believe that because liberals are more open to new 

experiences than conservatives, they would also be more open to new 

ideas. Recent research by Dan Kahan of Yale University has suggested, 

however, that liberals and conservatives have an equally hard time 

accepting information that challenges their beliefs.

 Kahan asked participants in a study he conducted to take a short test 

called the Cognitive Reflection Test. Then he told some of the participants 

that people who got high scores on the test tended to believe that climate 

change is real, a position with which most liberals would agree. He told 

others that people who got high scores tended not to believe that climate 

change is real, a position with which many conservatives would agree. 

He then asked these participants whether they thought getting a high 

score on the test meant that a person was thoughtful and intelligent. Both 

liberals and conservatives tended to think that a good score on the test 

did indicate thoughtfulness and intelligence if they believed that people 
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－ 13－

who got the high scores shared their beliefs. They tended to think the 

test did not demonstrate thoughtfulness and intelligence if they believed 

that people who got high scores on the test did not share their beliefs.

 This research seems to suggest that conservatives and liberals are 

equally biased in favor of their own beliefs. This result, though, has been 

questioned by other scholars. This is because not all issues have two sides, 

and climate change may be one of those. About 97% of scientists agree, for 

example, that climate change is happening, and that it is caused in large 

part by human beings. Liberals generally reject the argument that climate 

change is not real, and when they do so, it may not simply be because 

they are biased against new ideas. They may be doing so because they 

are informed and educated about climate change. They know too much 

about climate change to accept information that contradicts what they 

have learned. Bias or lack of openness to new ideas may have nothing to 

do with it.

 Another example of this would be the theory that the earth is not round, 

but flat. There are people who sincerely believe this, and they have, in 

various venues, presented their evidence for this belief. Most people, 

both liberals and conservatives, however, are not convinced, and this is 

not because they are not open to the information that the “flat-earthers,” 

as they are called, present. They don’t reject the idea because they are 

biased, but because the idea that the earth is flat is ridiculous.

 Both liberals and conservatives sometimes reject new information 

simply because it goes against what they believe. They do so without 

thinking and learning about that topic. It is also true, though, that both 

liberals and conservatives sometimes reject new information not just 

because it goes against what they believe, but because, like the flat-earth 

theory, it goes against established facts. In these cases, rejecting the new 

information is the rational, reasonable thing to do. All of us, whatever 

－ 14－

side of an issue we are on, need to learn as much as we can so that our 

positions on issues will be based on knowledge and not on bias.

38.  38  is an example of a core personality trait.

A. Social psychology

B. Climate change

C. Being liberal or conservative

D. Openness to new experiences 

39.   According to John Jost, liberals are likely to be more 39  than 

conservatives.

A. open to new experiences

B. thoughtful and intelligent

C. skilled at taking tests

D. interested in politics 

40.   Dan Kahan used the Cognitive Reflection Test to find out whether 

liberals 40

A. or conservatives would get the best scores.

B. or conservatives are more biased.

C. and conservatives are thoughtful and intelligent.

D. and conservatives believe that climate change is real.

－ 15－

41.   Some scholars have questioned whether Kahan’s research shows 

that liberals and conservatives are equally biased because 41

A. climate change is a difficult problem.

B. conservatives are more biased than liberals.

C. many experts disagree about climate change.

D. a large majority of experts agree that climate change is real.

42.  In the final paragraph the author concludes that 42

A. both liberals and conservatives should learn more about climate change.

B. conservatives are more biased than liberals.

C. both liberals and conservatives should learn more about important issues.

D. beliefs are more important than facts.
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